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Abstract
The widespread use of sophisticated mobile computing devices has set the stage for a renaissance in audio only entertainment.
Traditional visual games are already used widely in cellular phones and similar devices. A significant limitation is the small display
size. In contrast, audio only games on suitable mobile hardware need not degrade due to the smaller form factor. This makes audio
only games an attractive alternative to visual games. We describe a framework for authoring interactive narrative-based audio only
games set in 3D virtual environments. Despite the novelty in audio only gaming, our approach builds on a foundation of several
years of research into audio only applications for sight impaired users, augmented reality systems and human–computer interaction
studies. In comparison to attempts to provide a realistic user interface, we argue a simple interface enhances both immersion
and entertainment value, serendipitously making audio only games practical for mobile computing. Novel features of our system
include real-time gameplay and multi-player support. We also describe our software architecture, the current implementation of
which uses low-cost existing PC-based hardware and software. In addition, we describe our first game, Dragon’s Roar.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Since the introduction of commodity 3D-accelerated graphics cards, the evolution of graphics hardware and
software has progressed at an increasing rate. Despite this, entertainment applications using real-time computer
graphics are still far from producing images that approach the complexity found in reality. In contrast to graphics,
the fidelity of audio found in current commodity audio cards is remarkably true to life. In fact, it is questionable that
audio can get any better than it is, apart from standard enhancements that can be made such as higher-quality speakers
or the use of surround sound.
Another computing trend is the increased use of mobile computing devices. Cellular phones and other mobile
devices have been an important platform for gaming for several years and are increasingly becoming pervasive [17,
32]. Electronic Arts recently sold one million copies of its mobile version of the game The Sims 2 in Europe [6].
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Still, at present, both graphics and audio in mobile devices are at a level of quality far below a desktop computer.
We expect the quality of these devices will improve rapidly. In particular, we expect audio fidelity will approach the
level of quality found in a desktop computer more rapidly than graphics, given the size difference in graphics displays
found in mobile devices as compared to desktop computers. For example, 3D sound support for mobile phones have
been announced [18,2]. Although our work has focused on a PC implementation of an audio only game, as Rober and
Masuch point out, with advances in mobile phone technology, we expect to be able to transfer much of what we have
created to a mobile platform in the near future [27]. Andresen has also cited the coming of mobile audio only games
as a reason for exploring the genre now by developing on a suitable PC [3].
There can be little doubt as to the compelling nature of audio only entertainment. Pre-television era radio drama
was a widely successful form of entertainment, proven by its commercial success. In the same way that radio made
audio only entertainment possible, mobile computing heralds the evolution of audio only entertainment to the level of
interactivity.
1.1. Related work
Audio only games have been created for the visually impaired [1,13] and research has studied how blind children
interact with these games [28]. Other studies have explored how audio enhanced games can be played by both sighted
and blind users [20]. Augmented reality games, in which players navigate the real world and typically interface with
the game using a wearable computer that overlays computer-generated imagery, have been the focus of much research
[15,19]. Similar research has studied how a desktop user interface to an audio only game can be enhanced using
hardware devices such as head trackers [14,27] and software only techniques such as auditory 3D pointing devices
[26]. Drewes used a simple desktop interface to an audio only game that allowed users to roam a virtual 3D space
[11]. Games using narratives have been studied [11,19] as have non-verbal games using only sound effects [31,33].
The main body of this paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2 we give an overview of our approach
designing audio only narrative games. In Section 3 we describe the design of the game engine. In Section 4 we
describe an experimental application we have created with the engine called Dragon’s Roar. In Section 5 we describe
our current PC-based implementation of the engine.
2. Overview of our approach
Our goal is to create a framework and methodology for authoring interactive narrative-based audio only games
set in 3D virtual environments. Our approach is based in large part on several years of research into audio only
applications for sight impaired users, augmented reality systems and human–computer interaction studies. We draw
on the valuable insight learned from prior research as much as possible in designing our system. An open question is
whether audio only games are indeed compelling. We do not attempt to answer that broader question here. Instead,
we present a method we believe is compelling to the largest possible audience given lessons learned from past studies.
The design of our system conforms to several specific objectives. The game should appeal to a wide audience that
includes both sighted and non-sighted players. The game should incorporate all three basic auditory elements: (1)
speech for communication and to transmit knowledge, (2) music to express and/or trigger emotions, and (3) sound
to depict objects or processes [26]. We choose a narrative approach since narrative is a well understood and effective
story-telling technique that has been used effectively in other audio only games [11,19]. Current computing technology
affords the opportunity to dramatically enhance auditory narrative to a new level of expression. Add to that the ability
to interact and affect the outcome of a narrative and a story can become even more engaging. A narrative-based game
also lends itself to a leisurely style of play that may be more appropriate for users who want to pursue other concurrent
tasks while playing such as driving an automobile or walking. This style of play also does not suffer as much from fre-
quent interruptions as compared to a more action-oriented style of play that forces the player to focus all their attention
on the game over some period of time. Overall, we want to stay true to our vision of designing a system that could one
day be ported to a mobile platform. Our objective is to develop a narrative-based audio only game that takes advantage
of low-cost, current and near future 3D audio technology. At the same time we do not want to overuse the technology
in an attempt to make the game more immersive at the expense of making user interaction more difficult. We believe
inhibiting efficient user interaction leads ultimately to a less immersive and therefore less entertaining experience.
We considered several game genres and decided on a role-playing game (RPG) as a good fit for a narrative-based
game. Role-playing games have been popular so we felt this would be more intuitive to users. The design of our
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Fig. 1. Layered software architecture.
framework was therefore influenced by this early decision. As a result, our framework is highly suitable for role-
playing and similar genre games that involve narration such as mystery, educational or even problem-solving games.
Action-oriented games are the least suitable for development using our methodology.
No special hardware, such as a head tracker [14,26], should be required to play the game. A sound card capable
of producing reverberation effects is recommended for improved realism [29]. Speaker configuration can consist of
stereo headphones, stereo desktop speakers or optionally, multi-channel speakers. When using desktop configurations,
a sub-woofer for low-frequency (bass) effects is highly recommended as are speakers capable of generating sufficiently
high volume. Both an increase in volume and the use of bass have been shown to increase the immersive nature of
audio [12]. User interface can be either keyboard and voice or voice alone by utilizing speech recognition software.
We would prefer the use of a voice interface only. However, inaccuracies inherent in current speech recognition
technology can make a voice only interface difficult for some users who feel overly constrained by the requirement to
speak clearly and at an even rhythm. We expect future advances in speech recognition software may soon overcome
some of this problem.
The game is authored and played using a graph paradigm. Each node in the graph represents a unique location in
the virtual world. Using a graph makes the game both easy to author and allows players to easily understand where
they are in the world at any time. The size of the world is not limited by spatial constraints unlike augmented reality
games in which physical restrictions on player movement limit the size of the world [15,19]. An advantage of audio
only games is they enable perception of an environment beyond the visual range [26]. This advantage is multiplied by
placing no constraints on the size of the world. For example, a node in our game could represent a room in a house
with an adjacent node connecting to another room in the same house. Still another node might represent a ship the
player embarks on to travel to a distant island represented by its adjacent node in the graph.
We do not allow the player to explore the interior space represented by a node. While this limitation may appear
contrary to the design goal of immersing the player in a 3D world, research has shown that too much freedom of
navigation can result in players becoming disoriented [11]. Also, players can have difficulty locating where they are
using only 3D audio [29]. In particular, we do not want players to feel like they are blind explorers in the virtual world.
Instead, we want players to have a clear mental model of where they are at all times. Our primary goal is to immerse
players in the narrative.
Fig. 1 illustrates our overall software architecture which is composed of several software layers. At the lowest level,
hardware is made available to the Application Programming Interface (API) layer either directly or indirectly using
drivers supplied by the hardware manufacturer. The API layer consists of one or more industry standard interfaces
such as Microsoft DirectSound [21], OpenAL [24], and others that hide the implementation details of the hardware.
The Audio API Abstraction Layer (AAAL) insulates the game engine from changes to the API layer, and in our
current implementation, interfaces with several existing industry APIs. The Game Engine is a data-driven core set
of routines that enable different instances of the game to be executed. In addition to providing a high-level interface
to the underlying audio system, the game engine also includes other core game functionality such as user interface
and networking. With this basic architecture we can design and test audio games using PC hardware. Later, we can
transfer our work to a mobile platform by rewriting the necessary code in the AAAL.
While porting the game engine to a mobile platform was beyond the scope of this project, we did investigate
several potential paths. Two general approaches can be taken. A client-side method would place the game and its
components, including data files, primarily on the mobile device itself. For single-player mode this would have the
advantage of enabling play while disconnected from a network. The biggest disadvantage is that deploying the game
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on a mobile device could be problematic. Our test game, Dragon’s Roar, requires approximately 100 megabytes
of storage. Typical mobile phone games are downloaded using an on-air connection and are usually in the kilobyte
size range. Newer mobile phones, designed to store large amounts of data, such as MP3 files, may have the storage
necessary but would likely require a PC connection to transfer the game directly from the PC to the phone since an
on-air download would be too time-consuming. The second general approach is to use server-side programming. An
Interactive Voice Response System is a server-side method that allows a person, typically using a phone, to select
options from a voice menu and interface with a computer program. The advantages and disadvantages of the server-
side approach are opposite the client-side approach. With the bulk of the game on a server, the client mobile phone
would only be required to carry a small footprint program that could be easily downloaded on-air. The main problem
with the server-side approach is the user would need to stay connected during play. For either a client-side or server-
side implementation, there is no dominant standard due to the proliferation of a variety of proprietary hardware
designs using different software APIs. For client-side, important software platforms include; (1) the J2ME Platform
which provides an audio API through the Mobile Media API [30]; (2) Symbian, which provides audio playback and
recording via its Multimedia Framework [23]; (3) Brew, with audio playback and recording using the IMedia API [25];
and (4) Microsoft Windows Mobile Platform, whose Windows Mobile 5.0 SDK supports audio playback, recording
and speaker-dependent speech recognition [22]. For a server-side implementation, developers should check with the
specific telecom operator since call flow creation is proprietary, although VoiceXML may well become a standard in
the near future [34].
3. A narrative-based audio only game engine
In this section we describe the basic design of the game engine. The game engine is a generic data-driven software
layer that enables implementation of different instances of the game. Authoring a new game instance involves creating
a set of data files that are parsed by the game engine and loaded prior to executing the game. We begin with a
description of the data required for an instance of the game. We explain how the game world is encoded using text
and sounds. Next, we describe how various sounds are played during execution. Following that, we describe the role
of the narrator and the user interface. Finally, we discuss the mechanics of world exploration including a discussion
of multi-player and real-time issues.
3.1. World representation
The virtual game world is authored by editing a ‘world’ data file. Currently, this is a plain text file that is parsed by
the game engine. Alternatively, we could use an XML file. We encode the world in memory using a graph. Each node
in the graph represents a unique location in the world. There are three general categories of nodes: outside, indoor
and underground. Fig. 2 shows a portion of a world graph from Dragon’s Roar. The basic information contained in
a node is a text description and a set of sounds to be played while the player is present at the location represented by
the node.
A long text description is read by the narrator when the player enters a location for the first time. A short text
description is used thereafter unless the player specifically requests the long description again. Each node also contains
environmental properties that enable sounds to be customized according to the particular acoustics at each location
in the virtual world. For example, a sound played in a forest environment will have different reverberation properties
than the same sound played inside a cave. We leverage the capabilities of current PC sound cards to enable dynamic
playback of sounds using custom environment settings [8].
At each location in the world, individual sounds have several attributes including type, time-of-day, volume, rate,
and 3D position. There are currently four types of sounds: ambient, random, entry, and exit. Ambient sounds play
continuously in a loop and are used both to transmit knowledge about the virtual environment and to express or induce
emotion. Ambient sounds include background noise and/or music. Music is primarily used for emotional impact but
can also be used to suggest a change in light intensity [26]. For example, slow low-pitched music can evoke a darker
environment whereas faster higher-pitched music can signal a brighter atmosphere. Care must be taken to ensure
ambient sounds transition smoothly from the end of the sound track back to the beginning. We recommend ambient
sounds be of sufficient length so as not be overly repetitive. Dynamic techniques can also be used to mask repetition
such as varying the pitch, volume and position over time [7]. Ambient sounds should also be played at a lower volume
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Sound Type Time-of-day Volume (0–100) Rate (%/s) Position Filter
Inn crowd day Ambient Day 85 – Surround –
Inn crowd night Ambient Night 85 – Surround –
man coughing Random All 95 3 Random Obstruction (wood)
man laughing Random Day 95 5 Random Obstruction (wood)
relative to other sounds to both mask repetition and since a variety of other sounds can play concurrently, including
the narrator.
Random sounds play at intervals randomly determined according to their rate (for example, a rate of 5 means a
random sound has as 5% chance of playing each second). Entry sounds are played once when the player enters a
location. Exit sounds play when the player leaves a location. Transition sounds should be used as much as possible
and are particularly effective to alert the player to dramatic changes in the narrative [26]. Table 1 shows a world
location that uses both entry and exit sounds. The time-of-day attribute is used to vary the way sounds are played
at locations depending on the time of day. Currently, we use only three categories: day, night, and all. Each sound
has an associated volume ranging from inaudible (0) to full volume (100). The volume is a static value but is very
useful in authoring a new game. Sounds can be positioned in a variety of ways. Surround sounds play either in stereo,
if using headphones or a dual speaker set-up, or in 5.1 surround sound if using a suitably equipped speaker system.
Single-channel (non-stereo) sounds can be placed in 3D using fixed positions such as front, left, right, rear. Random
placement is also possible.
Each sound can also be enhanced with one acoustic filter chosen from; obstruction, occlusion and exclusion.
Obstruction is used to simulate an object partially intervening between the sound source and listener. Occlusion
simulates a sound source that is completely obstructed with no direct air pathway between the sound and the listener,
such as a sound placed in an adjacent room. Exclusion is similar to occlusion except a direct air pathway exists, such






Merchant: Query – continue?
Player: Response – Yes/No
(If no, quit)
2
Merchant: List items for sale
Merchant: Query – item interest in?
Player: Response – item name (or none)
(If none, quit)
3
Merchant: Description of Item and Price
Merchant: Query – buy?
Player: Response – Yes/No
(If yes, transaction occurs if player has available money)
4
Merchant: Query – continue?
Player: Response – Yes/No
(If yes, goto step 2)
as a sound in an adjacent room where a door connecting the rooms is open. Filters can be further customized by
choosing the type of material the sound transmits through. Example materials are wood, stone and cloth.
Interactive adventure games are much more entertaining when the player has the ability to affect the environment.
In particular, the player should be able to pick up, drop and transport a variety of items encountered during the course
of the game [19]. To enable this, the game maintains an inventory of items carried by the player. In addition to the
player’s inventory, one or more items may exist at each location in the game. Items can be static or dynamic. Static
items cannot be taken by the player. Dynamic items may be taken, carried and dropped — possibly in a different
location. Items may be grouped in containers. Containers are always static and may hold one or more items. For
example, a container might be a chest that contains items of treasure.
Items can have associated sound effects. These sounds can further be subdivided into sounds that are audible when
the item is present at a location in the game and sounds that are audible only while the item is being carried by the
player. In general, however, items should not make sounds when carried by the player. Since many items will not
make any sounds at all, the narrator is primarily responsible for describing both the presence and characteristics of
items to the player at the player’s request. Dynamic items exist primarily to be used in some manner during the game.
For example, a key may be used to open a door. Items can have a limited or unlimited number of uses. For example,
a flask of water might only be used a few times before being exhausted and removed automatically from the player’s
inventory. When authoring a game, items are placed in the same data file with world location information. A separate
‘items’ file details specific attributes for both common and unique items.
The user can interact with a variety of non-player characters (NPCs) in the game. Like items, NPCs are initially
placed in the world via inclusion at the proper locations in the world data file. A separate ‘npc’ file contains specific
attributes and data for NPCs. NPCs can be static or dynamic. Static NPCs remain in the location where they are placed
while dynamic NPCs may move throughout the virtual world. Dynamic NPCs can roam freely throughout the world
or be restricted to certain types of locations. NPCs are further divided into merchants and non-merchants. Merchants
offer a variety of items for sale. Interaction with merchants is accomplished using a four-step sequence as shown in
Table 2. While individual characteristics of each merchant may vary, such as voice and personality, it is important the
trading sequence be the same for all merchants. In this way the player can intuitively interact with merchants that are
newly encountered in the game. Most interaction with a merchant is in the form of yes or no answers on the part of the
player. This keeps things simple and offers the potential of a speech only interface using suitable speech recognition
software.
Each location in the world can contain, at most, one NPC. This limitation is intended to simplify both game
authoring and user interaction. If multiple NPCs were allowed at a single location, a scheme could be devised
for the user to select an NPC to interact with, but the resulting interface would likely not be intuitive to all users.
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Table 3
Example non-player character




Speech 1 “Hello stranger. Don’t see many people out here. It’s a
Trigger: first-meeting (with Player) dangerous place.”
Speech 2 “Hello again, you still wandering these parts alone? I’d be
Trigger: random careful if I were you.”
Speech 3 “Well now, I see you have a very interesting item there. Did
Trigger: player-has <gold key> you know that gold key you have can unlock a chest? It’s in
the back of the cave behind the waterfall.”
Non-merchant NPCs represent important personae in the virtual world. While they do not offer items for sale, they
can provide the player with useful information in addition to adding a variety of dramatic elements to the narrative.
When the player enters a location containing an NPC, the NPC approaches the player automatically if the NPC has
information to convey to the player. Optionally, if an NPC does not have new information to provide the player, the
NPC can approach the player with a random greeting. Information provided by an NPC can be triggered using a variety
of in-game data. Examples include location, time-of-day, player inventory and exploration history. Exploiting player
history can be a particularly effective technique to advance a narrative and has been used in other similar systems
[19]. NPCs can optionally be flagged to only appear during specific times of the day. Table 3 illustrates an NPC that
appears only during the day, moves through forest only locations and has an important clue for the player once the
player has acquired a specific item.
3.2. Sound stage
We use the metaphor of a stage to position sounds for playback. A virtual world can be imagined to contain sounds
at many different locations. While we want to stimulate the auditory senses into believing in the virtual world, attempts
at true 3D spatialization have proven to reduce recognition [9]. Instead we divide all audio into two categories for the
purpose of spatialization. Background audio is generally non-speech audio and includes ambient sounds, music and
sound effects. Most speech is defined as foreground audio and includes the narrator, merchants, NPCs, and other
human players in a multi-player game.
Depending on the speaker set-up, background audio is allowed to play as naturally as possible. Ambient sounds are
played in stereo for headphones and dual speaker configurations or in 5.1 surround sound. Other sound effects can be
placed randomly in 3D space or in fixed positions such as front, rear, right and left, all relative to the user. Because of
its importance in advancing the narrative, foreground speech is always played at fixed positions in the sound stage, all
within a 120 degree field. The narrator is heard directly in front of the user. In a dual speaker configuration this results
in both speakers playing the narrator. As shown in Fig. 3, merchants and NPCs are positioned at a 60 degree angle to
the right of the user. In a multi-player game, a second human player voice is positioned at a 60 degree angle to the left
of the user. In addition, we adopt the method proposed in [9] of placing speech in a ring topology on the horizontal
plane formed by the speakers. That is to say, speech is placed neither above nor below the listener in 3D.
Foreground speech is separated on the sound stage for two reasons. First, we want to afford the opportunity
for several speakers to speak concurrently. Placing the voices into separate spaces allows the user to more easily
distinguish between them. Second, the user will soon learn to intuitively recognize a new voice as belonging to a
particular category: narrator, player or merchant/NPC.
3.3. The narrator
In a narrative audio space there are several key questions to be answered such as: Where am I? What is going on?
What happens next? [5]. The purpose of the narrator is to provide answers to these questions. While the sounds at
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Fig. 3. Sound Stage with 5-speaker surround sound configuration shown.
each location in the virtual world should make the setting as descriptive as possible, the narrator makes it clear what is
important. Any circumstances not obvious are explained by the narrator. Likewise, important real-time events are also
explained such as the movements of other characters or passage of time. We place three technical requirements on the
narrator: (1) The narrator must be clearly audible at all times; (2) the narrator must be easily distinguished from the
other characters and personae in the game, and; (3) the narrator’s voice should not convey emotion since the narrator’s
responsibility is simply to provide information. We accomplish these goals in the following ways. First, we place the
narrator’s voice directly in front of the user. Also, we borrow the technique of enhancing the volume of the narrator
relative to other sounds and we do not subject the narrator’s voice to the acoustics of the virtual world [19]. We use a
synthetic text-to-speech voice that is distinctive from other speech in the game. The synthetic voice contrasts sharply
with the pre-recorded human voices of merchants and NPCs. Another benefit of using a synthetic voice for the narrator
is the synthetic voice is generally unemotional. Unlike previous generations of speech synthesis software that have
a characteristic mechanical sound, newer text-to-speech engines are often very life-like and support multiple voices,
both male and female [4]. As an added benefit during development, we found the synthetic narrator very easy to use
since modifications to the narration could be accomplished by simply changing the text used by the game engine.
If we had used a human narrator, changes to the narration would have been problematic since additional recording
sessions would have been necessary. Overall, we were pleased with the results of the synthetic voice although we
admit a suitable human voice could have been used and would likely be preferred by some users.
3.4. User interface
The game’s user interface is speech or a combination of speech and keyboard depending on several factors
including; availability of a keyboard, installed speech recognition software, and personal taste. The user can interact
with both the game and a second human player. Interaction with a second human player is done using voice. If
both players are present in the same location we allow them to converse naturally. Analogous to telephony, both can
talk simultaneously and hear the other. Interfacing with the game can be done either with a speech interface or by
using a keyboard. The user speaks or enters via the keyboard short commands such as ‘look’ and the game responds
appropriately. Table 4 lists the most important commands that are available in Dragon’s Roar.
Using a speech interface, a situation can occur when the user is in the same location as another human player and
wishes to talk with the other player and also speak one or more commands to the game. We handle this in two ways.
First, we do not use voice activated input. Instead we require the user to manually hold down a key while speaking. A
separate key is used to speak to the game and another key is used to speak to the second human player.
Using a press-to-talk key as opposed to voice activation has the additional benefit that unwanted background noise
and speech is not submitted to the system for processing. This simplifies the user interface and makes the speech
recognition more responsive. In addition, we do not allow the second player to hear commands given by the user
or the responses from the game resulting from the commands since it is generally not relevant to the second player
and would therefore be distracting. Similar to [15] we consider user commands local to the user in contrast to other
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Table 4
Partial list of commands in Dragon’s Roar
North Attempt to move north
South Attempt to move south
East Attempt to move east
West Attempt to move west
Up Attempt to move up
Down Attempt to move down
Look [direction] Look at the current location [specific direction]
Examine <item> Examine the named item
Use <item> Use the named item
Pick up <item> Pick up the named item
Drop <item> Drop the named inventory item
Inventory List inventory
Exit game Quit the game
activity such as dropping an item which we consider a global sound effect which would be heard by all players at the
same location.
We dismissed the idea of requiring the system to distinguish between speech commands to the game and speech to
another human player. One way to accomplish that would be to have a command word such as ‘computer’ preface any
game commands. Using a command word would introduce latency in sending non-command speech to other human
players since the speech recognizer would need to analyze the first word of each annunciation by the player.
3.5. Exploring the virtual world
Movement in the virtual world is accomplished using a compass as shown in Fig. 2. At each location there are
potentially four directions the user can move: north, south, east and west. When describing adjacent locations, the
narrator makes clear the direction of each adjacent location. Using a four-direction compass simplifies the layout of
the world and allows the user to maintain a clear mental model of the surroundings. A limited degree of movement
also scales well to input devices with fewer keys such as a cellular phone keypad. When moving between locations we
use footsteps sounds that are matched to the environment. Sounds in the two locations are cross faded for the duration
of the movement which is a few seconds [5,11]. Acoustic environmental reverberation properties can also be morphed
if appropriate audio hardware is installed [8].
Time passes in the game regardless of user actions. The environment reacts to changes in time by using different
sets of sounds, as demonstrated in Table 1. In addition, the availability and location of merchants and NPCs can be
affected by the time of day. A variety of weather effects can also exist in the virtual world, for example, we allow
rain and thunder. Weather effects are adjusted according to a weather acoustic present at each location in the world.
As shown in Fig. 2, we use three different weather acoustics: outdoor, indoor, and underground. Outdoor locations
incorporate the full range of weather sounds. Weather sounds at indoor locations are played using an obstruction
filter. With underground locations weather effects use an occlusion filter. Because they clutter the auditory stage, we
incorporate weather effects sparingly and only in cases where they enhance the current state of the narrative.
Becoming disoriented in a virtual audio only world is known to be a problem [11]. While specific to each game
instance, the ‘look’ command can be used to allow the narrator to explain to the player the current surroundings
including connections to adjacent world locations.
3.6. Authoring
Authoring content for the game engine consists of creating five text files; a player file, world file, NPC file
(containing both merchants and NPCs), monsters file and items file. Currently this is done by hand. Changes are
made to the game files and the game is reloaded and tested. For larger volume authoring as might be expected in
commercial use of the engine, we propose a graphically based editing tool. Such a tool would likely have many
features in common with existing game editors for graphical games. The salient features of game editors include a
database of content, a high-level view of the content, and the ability to preview content. We describe these important
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features of the audio only game authoring tool here: (1) A database consisting of, at the lowest level, pre-recorded
sound effects. Items and NPCs would also be placed in the database and have appropriate attributes including links to
sound effects. (2) A graphical view of the world graph much like Fig. 2. The author could add and delete new graph
nodes (world locations) and edit connections between nodes in addition to annotating nodes with content from the
database. At each node, instanced content from the database could be further annotated. For example the volume on
a particular sound effect could be adjusted at each node. (3) A preview mode that would allow selecting any node in
the graph and ‘playing’ the game from that node.
For speech recognition, our current implementation of the engine uses the Microsoft Speech Application
Programming Interface (SAPI) version 5.1 standard for grammar. An XML file contains the SAPI-compliant grammar
that specifies the command language understood by the game engine. Using a command grammar enables the speech
recognizer to work more efficiently since it limits the set of words and phrases the recognizer must understand. The
alternative to this would be to run the recognizer in dictation mode. In that case a grammar file would not be necessary.
This would be an advantage since the grammar file can be difficult to author due to the somewhat cryptic nature of the
SAPI XML implementation. The disadvantage would of course be reduced recognition. Since the game engine uses a
consistent command vocabulary, we do not see the necessity of making changes to the grammar file.
4. Dragon’S Roar
Dragon’s Roar was designed as a multi-player narrative adventure, where players can work together or separately
to explore a magical medieval fantasy world [10]. By invoking a true narrative presence, Dragon’s Roar creates an
interactive world reminiscent of epic literature and pre-television era radio drama. The game begins as players are
brought together in a town courtyard to hear the news of the kidnapping of a local princess by an ancient and fierce
dragon. A handsome reward is offered for her safe return and the defeat of her captor. After this introduction, players
are left to explore the town. As players move through the environment using simple compass directions, they generate
the narrative aspect of the game and advance the story by talking to interactive characters, defeating opponents and
acquiring new items and skills.
4.1. Game mechanics
Upon entering the town tavern, the sound of a creaky wooden door opens and closes around the player, the sounds
of bar room patrons talking and drinking come into focus and the game’s narrator speaks, “The townspeople seem
to have chosen the tavern as the solution to the dragon threat. These people are farmers, not fighters. No one looks
interested in seeking out a painful death”. Players are then free to ‘look’ around and are introduced to the tavern’s
bartender, Thomas, or ‘talk’ to Thomas and learn why he believes the bounty on the dragon is a fool’s errand. Players
are free to leave the town at any time and begin their quest to find and rescue the lost princess. Gameplay is non-linear
with the exception of specific quests that must be performed at intervals to advance the story. The game was designed
by the author to be completed in one to two hours based on the author’s expectation and experience with similar
text-based games.
A sequence of in-game tutorials in the starting town explains the user interface to the player. The in-game tutorials
are mandatory since they have the side benefit of equipping the player with weapons and other items needed later
during the game. Another objective of the tutorials is to provide more information about the story line. Since most
players intuitively visit the tavern first, the in-game tutorials are designed to be best understood by starting in the
tavern. Some of the tutorials must be completed in a linear fashion while others can be completed in a non-linear
manner.
The game data is read from a set of five text files: (1) player file; (2) world file; (3) NPC file; (4) monsters file;
and (5) items file. The player file contains the player’s initial health, equipment and starting location in the world. In
addition, the player file contains a large set of strings, one per line, that act as Boolean flags during the game. The
flags represent the player’s experience and knowledge of the game world. For example, upon completing a tutorial,
a corresponding player flag is set to true. The world file contains information about each specific location in the
world, including descriptions, sound effects and ‘cutscenes’ — audio sequences that are triggered by a specific state
of the player flags. For example, upon entering a location for the first time, a cutscene may play to give the player
information about the new location after which a player flag is set so the audio does not play for subsequent visits to
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the same location. The NPC file contains data for each NPC in the world including location, dialog, and items carried.
A monster is a character or creature the player may engage in combat. The monsters file lists, for each monster, health,
agility, dialog, and the amount of damage the monster can potentially deal the player. Finally, the items file contains a
variety of data for each item depending on the item category including damage, special effects, sound effects and the
item’s number of uses.
A significant challenge in designing Dragon’s Roar has been the combat system. The player encounters various
individual monsters during the course of the game, some of which must be defeated in order to advance the narrative.
We considered designs along a continuum of two extremes. At one extreme we could have tried to pit the player
against monsters using a real-time test of skill reminiscent of visual games such as third person shooters. Friberg and
Gardenfors used this type of combat in their game Mudsplat [13]. Since our game is narrative-based and therefore
designed to be played at a more leisurely pace, we chose not to use an action-oriented paradigm for combat. At
the other extreme, combat could simply be narrated as dramatically as possible with no player interaction and the
results dependent on earlier user actions such as acquisition of weapons needed to defeat certain monsters. Given the
constraints of the audio only format, we chose a compromise between these two extremes.
Combat occurs in real-time as a sequence of attacks made by the monster. An attack by a monster is signified by
a rapid increase in volume of footsteps toward the player. At the apex of the attack, the monster enters a strike zone.
The player must quickly use their weapon to have a chance of inflicting damage to the monster. At the same time, the
monster may also inflict damage on the player. As an option, the player may elect to use a shield to either block an
attack or block and deliver a quick counterattack. Some monsters understand sorcery and may attack from a distance.
When casting a spell, monsters will shout an attack cry. Instead of hearing the sound of running footsteps, players hear
a sound associated with a charging spell. After charging, the spell will cast and potentially damage the player. The
player must judge which course of action the monster is attempting and react accordingly. In the case of spell-casting,
the best player response is to use a shield to block the attack and follow up with a counter-spell. Players may also elect
to use healing potions during combat or flee the battle entirely. If the player is killed during combat, the game puts
the character into the previous location in the world before the combat occurred with one point of health remaining
— the player has crawled away from the scene of defeat. Overall, the results of combat are highly dependent on the
player’s previous acquisition of specific weapons, armor and/or magical items in keeping with the narrative aspect of
the game.
4.2. Software framework
The multi-threaded software framework for Dragon’s Roar is shown in Fig. 4. The Game Manager forms the core
logic of the program. A File Manager handles reading in data from the various files. The data is primarily sent to
the Database Manager during game play. The Input Manager processes and validates user input. Logic in the game
is divided into two functional units; room logic which allows for audibly smooth transitions between locations in the
world and the larger set of game-specific logic. Room logic is primarily hard-coded into the software while game-
specific logic is driven according to the data read from the five game files. Two separate threads govern audio playback.
Sounds to be played can either be categorized as sequential or random. Sequential sounds are queued to be played
in order and are handled by the Sequence Thread. The Random thread plays all other sounds on demand, mixing
them together via the lower-level API, which, in our PC implementation, is the DirectSound component of Microsoft
DirectX.
4.3. User reactions
We wanted to get user feedback early on in the development of Dragon’s Roar. A disadvantage of this was there
were many early sessions in which the game software exhibited logic errors that required frequent restarts. Despite
that, the early experimentation proved useful in evaluating the merits of the project. Most first time players did not
know what to expect from an audio only adventure game. Few players had even played a text-based adventure game.
The largest hurdle faced by players was the number of commands available to them. Once they became accustomed
to using the basic exploration commands they moved through the game faster. Collecting items, talking to NPCs and
exploring the audio elements in the game were identified as interesting and fun aspects of the game. Frequently players
would wander through parts of the world just to experience the different sound environments. Combat was the biggest
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Fig. 4. Software framework for Dragon’s Roar.
challenge in learning to play the game effectively and also one of the most rewarding in terms of observed player
excitement. Even with the in-game tutorials, building a sense of timing took practice, but the overall simplicity of the
combat system seemed to prevent players from becoming frustrated. Even before mastering combat, players became
visibly excited while listening for the actions of enemy characters.
After a few trials it became apparent the most important aspect of the game, in terms of playability, was accuracy
and specificity of narrations, such as the detailed room description spoken when a player first enters a room. Players
quickly became accustomed to requesting a list of items and characters in a room if they perceived a change in the
room’s contents, such as when a monster dropped items after being defeated. However, players would often assume
that a room was empty if the narrator failed to independently mention the objects. To enhance playability, we realized
that anything of potential interest in a room needs to be briefly mentioned by the narrator without an explicit request
to do so by the player. Once everything was mentioned by the narrator, players felt capable of taking a reasonable
course of action and were no longer unsure of what to do next.
On the technical side, we discovered some PCs varied in the presentation of the volume of some sound effects
played during the game despite our best efforts to make sure the volume of each sound was correct. We decided to
add a set of options at the start of the game to allow the user to adjust the volume of various types of sounds (ambient,
background, narrator, etc.) using a global control for each sound type. Also, our text-based interface proved somewhat
problematic. The cursor returned to the screen immediately after each command was entered. Depending on the user’s
actions, the game would not always allow another command to be entered immediately. For example, if the user enters
a location in which a cutscene is played, the game input logic pauses until the cutscene is finished. Frequently, we saw
players trying to type ahead and issue commands before important audio sequences had finished playing. To adjust
for this we may adopt the convention of not displaying the cursor until a command can be entered.
5. Engine implementation
In this section we describe implementation details of the audio game with emphasis on the Audio API Abstraction
Layer (AAAL). As shown in Fig. 1, the game engine is built on top of the AAAL. The purpose of the AAAL is
to insulate the game engine from changes in the underlying industry APIs and to enable the game engine code to be
portable to multiple platforms. We begin with system requirements. Then we describe the AAAL and survey important
industry APIs and tools useful in developing audio only games.
Our current implementation of the audio game runs on a PC with Microsoft Windows XP. Hardware includes a
Creative Labs X-Fi PCI sound card, 5.1 surround sound speaker system with subwoofer, and a noise canceling headset
microphone. Installed software on our development computer includes Microsoft DirectX Software Development Kit
(SDK) Version 9, Microsoft Speech SDK 5.1 (both available free from Microsoft), Creative Labs Environmental
Audio Extensions (EAX) 5.0 SDK (available only to registered developers), and AT&T Natural Voices Text-To-
Speech Engine 1.4 (SAPI 5.1 compliant).
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Fig. 5. PC-based implementation of Audio API Abstraction Layer that uses four industry APIs.
There is no single industry API that contains all the audio and speech functionality needed by our game engine.
In fact, it is doubtful that there will be one in the foreseeable future. Several industry APIs are needed currently. The
AAAL interfaces with four industry APIs, as shown in Fig. 5. Perhaps the most useful of these is the DirectSound8
component of the Microsoft DirectX API [21]. DirectSound8 manages sounds in wave file format and has functions
to play sounds stored in single-channel, stereo (two-channel), and surround (multi-channel) format. Single-channel
sounds can be positioned in 3D space using either world space coordinates or listener (head-relative) coordinates.
DirectSound8 also implements a subset of the Interactive 3D Audio Rendering Guidelines Level 2.0 (I3DL2) standard
for 3D environmental audio [16]. This allows effects to be placed on sounds to simulate the acoustics of real world
environments by using statistical models that mimic the environment acoustics. Missing from the DirectSound8
implementation of I3DL2 are environmental filters such as obstruction and occlusion. Another drawback is that
environmental effects are processed at execution time using the host CPU.
As a complement to DirectSound8 we use the EAX 5.0 library to enhance the performance of 3D audio
and to enable additional functionality. EAX 5.0 is an extension of DirectSound8 that can be accessed through a
property set interface. EAX 5.0 provides a more robust implementation of environmental audio processing including
obstruction/occlusion/exclusion filters. It also has the advantage of performing effects processing using the sound
card’s on-board processor. As shown in Fig. 5, the AAAL interfaces with both DirectSound8 and EAX 5.0, although
some DirectSound8 functionality subsumes EAX 5.0 functionality.
For the narrator in our audio game we require a synthetic human voice. Microsoft SAPI version 5.1 provides a
text-to-speech (TTS) API that we have integrated into the AAAL. TTS functionality includes voice selection, volume
control and speech rate adjustment. The SAPI SDK includes both male and female voices although the quality is
below commercial products such as AT&T Natural Voices [4], a product which is also SAPI compatible. The basic
TTS interface to generate speech using SAPI is a function call that takes either a string or a file containing text,
both of which can optionally include embedded XML tags to fine tune speech intonation. By default, SAPI sends the
generated speech directly to the sound card with no additional processing. By channeling the SAPI output to a buffer
we can connect the buffer to DirectSound8 which allows the speech to be processed further, such as positioning the
speech in 3D and applying environmental effects.
In our current implementation of the AAAL, speech recognition is also provided by SAPI. While no single industry
API for speech recognition appears to be dominant, SAPI is widely used. The SAPI SDK includes a speech recognition
engine. The AAAL exposes to the game engine a high-level view of the recognizer. Two modes of operation are
possible. In dictation mode the user is free to say anything and the AAAL simply forwards the recognized speech
to the engine. A disadvantage of dictation mode is that it tends to produce more recognition errors. A second mode
uses a SAPI format XML grammar file. Using production rules, a grammar limits what the recognizer will return to
the engine. In addition, rules can be annotated with a confidence value that instructs the recognizer to process user
speech with more or less certainty. For example, a rule for the command allowing the user to quit the game should be
processed with greater certainty.
Significantly absent from the AAAL is software to enable physically modeled audio and real-time music synthesis.
This includes software to dynamically generate a variety of effects such as wind, rain, and engine noises. It is
our view that this type of software is still lacking in usability and has the added disadvantage of being limited to
current proprietary pay-per-use products. On the other hand, real-time music synthesis software, such as Microsoft
DirectMusic, which is available for free, could be very beneficial, but for now we have chosen not to integrate this
into the AAAL.
The programming interface to the AAAL consists of five objects grouped into three areas of functionality; sound
effects processing, text-to-speech, and speech recognition. A sound manager object is used to make global changes to
the sound playback system. An environment object consists of acoustical properties related to a particular environment
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and is a container object for sound objects and TTS voices. For example, we can define environment objects for a
forest, a building, and so on. The environment object describes how sounds will reverberate in the environment and
consists of attributes such as size and the material the environment is made of. A sound object represents an individual
sound effect or section of pre-recorded dialog. Sound objects have many attributes which can be dynamically adjusted
such as volume and 3D position. In addition, sound objects can be dynamically placed into at most one environment.
The TTS interface consists of a voice object containing five functions. Multiple voice objects can be instantiated
dynamically. Each can use a separate TTS voice and adjust parameters such as volume and rate. Additionally, a voice
object can be placed into an environment object. A singleton speech recognition object is available and can be dynam-
ically set to operate in either dictation mode or made to use a grammar file. The speech recognition object outputs to
a buffer upon successful recognition which can be queried by the application at leisure for recognition events.
6. Conclusion
With advances in mobile computing and cellular phone technology, interest in audio only games is increasing.
There are many uses of audio only games yet to be explored given the medium has some intrinsic advantages including
more spatial freedom, use of novel interfaces and ergonomic advantages [13]. Users need not be tied to a visual display
and may go about many of their daily activities such as walking or driving. As Rober and Masuch point out, an audio
game can take advantage of the 360 degree field of interaction around the player and the immersion level may be
higher than a visual game due to the player envisioning the game from their minds eye. In addition, the computational
complexity can be substantially lower than for a visual game [27].
The Interactive Audio Special Interest Group (IASIG) has formed the IASIG Mobile Audio Working Group to
discuss issues involving interactive audio production for cell phones and other mobile devices including mobile audio
games. We believe a key to the success of future mobile audio only games will be incorporating the wealth of past
research much of which is chronicled in this paper. The contribution of this paper has been to bring together prior
research to design the best possible narrative-based audio only game. Only time will tell if the methodology presented
here is ultimately successful in the marketplace.
7. Future work
During development ofDragon’s Roar, some compromises were made in terms of the complexity of certain aspects
of the engine. There is a lack of true dialog between players and characters. In today’s market, an RPG adventure
cannot exist without some level of questioning. This problem became an obstacle when designing the second town in
the game, where the player has the option of pursuing a criminal investigation. These kinds of conversation trees were
left out to speed up development time and since so many other games have established the usefulness of this feature, it
did not seem necessary to redevelop it when other, more unique, features deserved exploring. The multi-player aspect
was also not fully tested since the game had been authored from a single-player perspective with little thought for how
multi-player interactions could impact the story in an interesting way.
One of the most notable features in the game is the combat engine. Several approaches were considered in
development. Initially we discussed the use of symbolic combat versus representative combat, meaning we could have
tried to use something in place of combat. For example we could let players beat their opponent in a pattern mini-game
or try to introduce the feel of a real battle. We opted to keep with the spirit of the game objectives and create a system
that represented real, though simplified, combat that would engage the imagination of the user in a somewhat leisurely
fashion. An interesting future experiment would be to implement a more action-oriented style of combat.
To increase user engagement, Dragon’s Roar could be expanded to allow for a more reactive world. Currently,
the engine tracks what characters ought to say, what cut scenes need to be played, and where objects and characters
appear, but nothing can be moved without player interaction. Seldom in a dramatic story do non-player characters
remain stationary. A great way to add more depth and interest to the story would be to allow non-player characters
and merchants to freely move about the game world.
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